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Programme 

 
9.00 – 9.15 Registration & coffee  

   

9.15 – 9.25 AGM and Chair’s introduction  

   

9.25 – 10:05 Pensions Transfer Advice: 
Connect with an Adviser 

It is essential that when undertaking a de-risking  exercise 

that all the advantages and disadvantages  are clearly 

explained to members in accordance with the regulatory 

framework laid down by the Financial Conduct Authority 

(FCA) and The Pensions Regulator (TPR). Richard Williams 

of Mercer will discuss how to make the right connections and 

get the process to work for schemes and members. 

   

10.05 – 10.45 Update from the Pensions 
Ombudsman 

The Pensions Ombudsman has been going through a 
transformation process; changing its approach to dispute 
resolution with a focus on simplifying and shortening the 
customer journey. Claire Ryan, Legal Director, will talk 
through the changes. 

   

10.45 – 11:00 Coffee  

   

11:00 – 12:00 All roads lead to consolidation? A panel session in which Adrian Cooper of TPT, Tim 
Coulson of Just and Adam Saron of Clara will discuss DB 
consolidation, whether and when it is (or maybe isn’t!) right 
for schemes and what the advantages and disadvantages 
are of the different options 

    

12.00 – 12.10 Chair’s closing remarks   

    

12.10 – 12.30 Drinks   

    

12.30 – 13.15 Lunch   

 
 
The seminar attracts up to 25 PMI Continuing Professional Development (CPD) 
credits. 



 

 

Speaker Profiles 

 
ADRIAN COOPER 

Adrian is Head of Direct Distribution at TPT Retirement Solutions and leads a dedicated team 
promoting TPT’s ‘DB Complete’ Mastertrust Consolidation solution to sponsors and trustees of DB 
pension schemes. Adrian is also Chair of the Central London Group PLSA Committee. Prior to joining 
TPT in 2018, he has held senior management roles at Barnett Waddingham, Sacker & Partners and 
Towers Perrin. Adrian started his career at Pearl Assurance after gaining his degree in Management 
Sciences from UMIST (now Manchester University). Outside of work he is a sub-3 marathon runner. 

 
TIM COULSON 
 

Tim Coulson has built and leads the DB de-risking team at just. A qualified actuary, he’s one of the 
most experienced individual’s active in the de-risking market today, having joined Prudential’s bulk 
annuity business 19 years ago. He was part of the initial team that set up and grew Paternoster, after 
which he was recruited by UBS to develop their longevity offering. 

Since his appointment in 2012, Tim has built the dedicated DB business unit with a vision to provide 
innovative solutions for de-risking underpinned by bespoked transactions and expert administration.  It’s 
a vision that’s delivered pricing advantage and service excellence to over 150 schemes with ‘gold 
standard’ levels  of security for trustees and Just DB policyholders. 

Outside work, Tim coaches U9's rugby (badly) as well being a keen road cyclist and has represented 
GB at age group level in Europe (also badly) 
 
CLAIRE RYAN 
 
Claire Ryan is Legal Director at The Pensions Ombudsman and also a member of the Executive Board. 
Claire leads the Legal Team which advises on casework, legal appeals, policy and pensions legislation. 
She joined The Pensions Ombudsman in 1999 as a lawyer and then moved to Head of Legal before 
being appointed as Legal Director in February 2016.  
 
Prior to joining The Pensions Ombudsman, Claire trained as a solicitor at Nabarro’s (now CMS) and 
then went to Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer to work in the employment pensions and benefits 
department where she primarily specialised in pensions law. 
 
 
ADAM SARON 
 
Adam was inspired to found Clara by his wife, for whom the company is named.  Adam is motivated by 
clarity, teamwork and a strong desire to effect change.  Adam believes that placing members first is the 
key to delivering a new solution for defined benefit pension schemes that will have a positive effect on 
members, sponsors and the broader UK economy. 
  
Adam has worked in financial services for over 20 years.  He began his career in Equity Capital Markets 
at Goldman Sachs, where he advised European and global clients on the structuring and execution of 
equity and equity-linked financing.  After spending a year in the insurance industry he returned to the 
capital markets and was a founding partner at Black Ant Investment Management – a global value 
investor, investing across the capital structure.  Adam was a portfolio manager for 11 years on both the 
Black Ant Value and Credit funds. 
 

RICHARD WILLIAMS 

Richard is Director & Head of Pension Decision Service at Mercer Financial Planning.  
 
With 30 years Financial Services experience I have specialised in the design and implementation of 
innovative retirement planning for pension scheme members for the last 15. 
 
I am pleased to have played a key role in shaping and deploying our Pension Decision  Service helping 
people understand their pension rights by informing and guiding them through complex pension issues. 
This has also led to providing support for Corporates /Trustees in over 50 De-risking exercises over the 
last 10 years and working with the FCA to help members make the best informed choice for their 
personal circumstances. 


